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ABSTRACT

The "counting of maxima" method of Brink and Stephen,

conventionally used for the extraction of the correlation width

of statistical (compound nucleus) reactions, is generalized to

include precompound processes as well. It is found that this

method supplies an important independent check of the results

obtained from auto-correlation studies. An application Í3 made to

the reaction 25Mg(3He,p).
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At low incident energies, the disc»etc part of
the spectTum of emitted particles in a light-ion induced nuclear
reaction is usually accounted for by the compound-nucleus
picture. As the energy is increased, the probability of partida
emission while the composite systea is in its way towards the
formation of the compound nucleus, becomes important.
Consequently, the strength of a given transition is interpreted
as arising from compound as well as "precompound" (multistep
compound in the language of Ref. 1} processes. At still higher
energies, the direct contribution becomes dominant.

Recently, several measurements of excitation
functions for discrete transition in the reactions ' t?Al('He,p),
**Mg(>He,p) and s*Mg('He,a) have been performed and subsequently
analyzed and interpreted in terms of the precompound model
referred to above. The main argument behind this interpretation
has been the well evidenced symmetry of the angular distribution
about 90° (which excludes direct contributions), as veil as the
discovery of more than one "correlation width" in the analysis of
the cross-section auto-correlation function. It would be greatly
advantageous if one could subject the above conclusions to further
independent checks.

Within the conventional theory of Ericson
fluctuations ', based on the compound nucleus aodti. Brink and
Stephen '(BS) have shown that the correlation width can be very simply
related to the average number of aaxina exhibited by the statisti-
cal iy fluctuating excitation function In a certain energy Interval.

It Is the purpose of this letter to generalize
the BS result to include-the possibility of precompound processes,
thus providing «n independent check of the results based on iht
auto-correlation function, as mentioned above.

We first summarize the method used in R«f. 4.
It Is first recognised that the average number of máxima, K, ptr
unit energy rang* can be written as*)

K = - fcr" p(o,<r") *<r* , d)
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«here p(o',j") Is the joint probability distribution of the
first and second derivatives of the cross section o with
respect to the energy. We now specifically consider the case 1n
which only one channel is open : we shall denote the corresponding
average number of maxima by K,. The characteristic function (I.e. the
Fourier transfora) <p (s.t) of p(o',ff") is then found from the
key assumption that the real and imaginary parts, x,y, of the
a b element of the S-natrix, S ^ , are independent Gaussian
variables with zero mean (in the absence of direct reactions,
which is assumed throughout) and with the same variance. This
result, which was assumed by Ericson and Brink and Stephen, has,
later on, been fully proven by Agassi et. al. '.

The result for <J>(s,t) is

where o,i and T can be expressed in terms of the auto-correlation
function Cx(£) of the quantity x

(3)

and its derivatives, as:

* C C (o) (4a)

J
IS3 rr U c"lO)[C%«»C

X*(6> -IfZco]) J .
i tS) IS)

The quantity CX(C) can be expressed as -Re C(£), where C(C) is

the more familiar S-matri.r auto-correlation function.

C <€) s ^

The quantity K̂  i s then found from Eq. (1) to be
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where

f * * * * * * Í C6b)M * T f * * * * * *
which can easily be shown to be real.

For C(E), Brink and Stephen ' adopted Ericson's
model3)

(7)

which is based on the assumption of a narrow distribution of
the resonance widths. This restriction has been removed in
Ref. 6.

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (4) one finds

from which we obtain (see Eq. (6))

(9)

The average number of maxima in an energy
interval AE is then

The width of the distribution of the statistical
variable n Is estimated to bt

rns. n =

The Integral I^of Eq.(6) was estimated at «1 In
Ref. 4, since I(0)*l;we, however, calculated it numerically, and
the results are presented In Table t : for the particular case
a • -0.37, 1 * 1 . 0 4 . We not* In passing that our results, summarized
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In our Eq. 8. differ fro» those found 1n Ref. 4, where one finds.
Instead

leading. In Eq. (9), to the factor 0.55 Instead of our 0.65.
The different sign of Y <* immaterial, since ^(a) - It(-a).

The above analysis can be extended to the cast
In «nich these are N (>1) Independent channels. The result for
KR can be expressed just as in Eq. (9), with the integral I,,
replaced by I... which 1n turn-can be shown numerically to have
the property ] < I N < I j , asking IR even closer to unity.

We now exaaine how the above method can be
generalized to include precoapound processes. Eq. (1) is
certainly independent of the aodel. The key assumption that .
x.y are independent Gaussian variables with zero mean and
equal variance,was shown to apply, even in this case, in Ref. 6.
An alternative way to see this is within the "nested-doorway
aodel" of Ref. 8, where S is written as a sua of contributions
of the various doorway classes n

Z
If each S is assuaed to be distributed just as in a one-
class problem, and the various classes are assuaed independent
of one another, the resulting S a b will have the characteristics
aentioned in the above paragraph. As a result, Eqs. (2) to
(6) will still hold. The C(l) to be used in these equations
is, however, different fro» that giver, in Eq. (7). We take
here the result provided by the "nested-doorway model ' where
C*s'(e)appears as a sua over the various doorway classes, i.e.

n
fro» which one then finds
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We remark here that Eq. (13) for the multiclass
" (c) may also be obtained without the use of the nested-doorway

condition, F, >> T, » . . . . This more general consideration of
C*s'(e) has been discussed in Ref. 9, where i t was shown that

the AKM resul t 6 3 > 1 0 ) for the multi-class <?(£) may be rewritten
-in exactly the same form as Eq. (13).

We give below the explicit result for the average
number of maxima, n, that would appear in an energy interval
AB, in the special case of two classes of overlapping resonances

n - *

(IS)

whtrt Xn 1$ defined «s Xns-^ , with o • Znan , and ! „ was
set equal to uni ty. °

In contrast to Eq. (10a), Eq. (15) does not
supply a di rect mean of extract ing the r n ' s and the c , 's ;
I t does provide» though, a check of the values of these para-
meters extracted from other sources, e .g . , cross-section
auto-correlation analysis.

In order to apply the above discussion to analyze
experimental e x d t t i o n functions, several corrections have to be
Introduced, as has been discussed extensively 1n the l i te ra tu re '
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In connection with the one-class problea. The f i rs t one deals with
the f ini te size of the energy step c» used in the construction of
the experimental excitation function. We now have a aaxiaia at a
certain energy E. when the cross section at that energy Is larger
than the ones «t the two neighbouring points E*c, and E-e» ;
t of Eq.(l) has to be redefined accordingly, and for a large
nuaber of open channels Ref. l ib gives for i , the following

n
JTff,

where C(e() is the cross-section autocorrelation function, related
to C<s)(iJ) of Eq.(5) by

( X 7 )

In the absence of direct reaction». Again just as In the above
generalization of the BS analysis, Eq.(lS) is also valid in the
•ulticiass case, provided we use the appropriate fora for c ' * ' (c )
(see Eq.(13)). Relation (16) clearly shows the dependence of the
average nuaber of maxiaa on the value c» of the energy step, and,
at €* * 0, one recovers the BS result.

In the one-c1«ss case I t Is custoaary to write
Eq.(16) as the BS result of Eq.(lOa) times a correction factor
b(X) which depends on the ratio %* e« / r.

The second correction, associated with the possibi-
l i t y of counting false aaxiaa in the experiaentai excitation
function due to the finite error bar v. Is also accounted for by
•eans of $n extra factor b'(K.tY)/b(K) '• This analysis can again
be generalized to the «ulticiass case.

The third correction it associated with the f inite
energy resolution of the incident beaa, which is also considered
1n Ref. l i e .
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We have applied our f omul a for n, Eq.(15), to
the reaction **Mg(»He,p) Mentioned earlier*^. The correction
factor b(K) was calculated exactly with the help of Eq.(16),
and b ty'y) , which Involves the numerical evaluation of •
complicated Integral, was estimated with the help of the
tabulated one-class results of Ref.llb. This, however, requires
a knowledge of the value of an "effective* K.** for the
•ulticlass case. The value of b(JC - f ) was calculated as the
ratio of n of Eq.(16) to that of Eq.(15), and the extracted
value of X e f f was then Introduced Into the one-class curves
for D'(X.Y) of Ref.llb. Finally the third correction, was

b(K)() . . . .
found to be quite small119 ' .

The results for fl are shown In Table I I , together
with the number of Maxima outside of the error bar extracted
from the experimental excitation function of Ref.2b. We observe
that the experimental results lie between the two extremes
associated with just one value of T (see caption of Table I I ) ,
although they are closer to the value of n associated with the
smaller correlation width (50 kev). A t in i lar behaviour Is found
for the theoretical n.

The fact that the theoretical result, Eq.(15),
ties between the two extremes just mentioned and 1s not, for
Instance, simply the algebraic sum of maxima associated with tach
class Individually, may be seen qualitatively by analyzing the
superposition of two sinusoidal functions of different periods.

In conclusion, we have generalized the one-class
BS result to preconpound reactions. In contrast to the one-class
ease, Eq.(lS) does not supply a direct mean of extracting the
rn 's and the an'% : I t does provide, though, a check on the
values of the parameters extracted from other sources, e .g. ,
cross-section auto-correlation analysis.
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a

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
O.S
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

h

1.000
1.00726
1.0199
1.0344
1.0494
1.0646
1.079S
1.09425
1.1086
1.1226
1.1363

Table I: The function It(a) of Eq. (6b) tabulated
for several values of a s y'/l*



Transition

Po

Pi

"2

"3

>4

"exp

IS

16

22

21

21

(n t 6 n ) t h

19 * 4

21 t S

22 t 5

20 ± 4

20 i 4

Table I I : Number of maxima extracted from the excitation
functions of I !Kg('He,p) of Ref. 2b, 1n the
energy range E < H e »8 to 16 KeV (Column 2 ) ,
compared with the theoretical predictions
(Coluirn 3 ) . The values of r , , ^ ^ . ^ used In
Eq. (15) are those indicated in Ref. 2. I f only
the larger r (200 kev) would be present, n
would be 6 ; on the other hand, for r • 50 keV
one would obtain n« 25 .


